JOIN OUR
VIRTUAL CAREER DAY
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
22 DEC 2020 | 15:00 – 17:00 | VIA ZOOM

INTERNSHIP/GRADUATE JOBS IN:
• Machine Learning
• Data Science
• Deep Learning
• NLP
• Computer Vision

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
• Undergraduate or Postgraduate Students in Data Science, Engineering, Computer Science

WHAT TO EXPECT?
• Alumni Sharing:
  • How to Prepare your Technical Interview
  • First Grad Job as an AI Engineer at Science Park
• 11 Companies’ Live Sharing
• Real Time Mingling with Employers

REGISTER HERE
The webinar will be conducted in English.

List of Companies

APOIDEA Group
APOIDEA Group
CU Coding Limited
CU Coding Limited
Karta-X Technologies Limited
Karta-X Technologies Limited
Shopkyo Limited
Shopkyo Limited

BOXS LIMITED
Compationion Technology Limited
Dayta AI Limited
Infotronic Technology Limited
Neural Lab Limited
Raspect Intelligence Inspection Limited
Smartmore Corporation Limited

G = Graduate Job
I = Internship Job

Contact:
2629 6916
talentconnect@hkstp.org